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Abstract

average during normal use (word processing, web browsing, e-mail etc.) [3, 27, 22]. At the same time, some computationally intensive problems are too large for even todays largest supercomputers to solve in reasonable amounts
of time. We find examples of such computations in many
fields of computational sciences, cryptography and mathematics.
The goal of a wide variety of technologies like Globus [11,
12], Condor [2], EU DataGrid [25, 15], and GriPhyN [10],
is to transform the Internet into a powerful computational
platform. Moreover, a significant industrial effort will provide standard software for similar systems in the near future
(e.g. Entropia [5], United Devices [1]).
Many projects try to utilize the unused computing power
available on the Intranet or the Internet for large-scale problems. The possibility of harnessing the power of idle
processors in a company or all over the world has been
proven by the success of technology demonstrators like
Seti@home for the analysis of radio telescope data [23]
or distributed.net for testing cryptographic keys against security flaws [7]. These projects involve so-called embarrassingly parallel problems, meaning that each participating node performs a lot of work that is not dependent on the
work of other nodes.
Protein folding research is an area of computational biology
that could greatly benefit from free computational power.
Protein folding simulations using molecular dynamics require huge amounts of computing power, but unlike cryptographic key-space searches or cosmic signal analysis they
are not embarrassingly parallel.
Previous research addresses the issue of protein folding
simulations on distributed platforms, but no project explicitly investigates the amount of task parallelism available
and the effect of tasking on the accuracy of the results.
CHARMM on the distributed computing platform Legion
has been studied in [19]. The implementation described
there specializes in high-performance, strongly intercon-

CHARMM is a popular molecular dynamics code for computational biology. For many CHARMM applications such
as protein folding, desktop grids could become viable alternatives to clusters of PCs.
In this paper, we present a prototype and discuss the viability of a protein folding application with CHARMM on the
United Devices MetaProcessor, a platform for widely distributed computing. We identify the algorithmic approach
of protein folding as a hybrid search algorithm with bestfirst, depth-first and breadth-first components and address
the issues of task scheduling and fault tolerance.
The performance evaluation of our system indicates that
the calculation is robust against the heterogeneity of compute nodes and limited communication capabilities typically found in desktop grids. We show that there is an interesting tradeoff between accuracy and task parallelism resulting in optimal work-pool size for a given platform and
a given simulation. Surprisingly the platform heterogeneity of a desktop grid positively affects the quality of protein
folding simulations.
Protein folding calculations with CHARMM turn out to be
well suitable for desktop grids like e.g. the United Devices MetaProcessor. Our software system can make a large
amount of nearly free compute cycles available to computational biologists.
Keywords: protein folding, widely distributed computing, desktop grids, workload characterization, search algorithms, CHARMM, United Devices MetaProcessor.

1 Introduction
Millions of PCs are in use everywhere but remain underused most of the time, utilizing only 18% of their power on
1

nected clusters and a fairly small number of tasks. Our
work applies more broadly to desktop grids built from commodity PCs connected by a wide variety of stronger and
weaker network technologies. The Folding@home project
conducted by researchers at Stanford University [9, 31, 30]
is based on the TINKER molecular dynamics package and
uses plain task parallelism on PCs connected via Internet.
For a first implementation the supercomputer code was redesigned so that only trajectories overcoming energy barriers were continued [24]. The resulting study dealt with a
collection of foldings of a 16 residue β-hairpin peptide [31].
In a more advanced implementation the same team removed
all dependencies among trajectories resulting in a most scalable code designed to collect as much simulation time as
possible [30]. The latter version of the code was applied to
the unfolded state of 3 small proteins (ranging from 12 to
36 residues) and none of the proteins showed clear folding
events in the simulated time.
As a starting point to the work described in this paper,
we also use plain task parallelism to successfully migrate
the CHARMM code for a protein folding simulation to the
widely distributed platform [26] of United Devices (UD):
the UD MetaProcessor. However, in our study of the viability and effectiveness of CHARMM on the UD MetaProcessor we focus our attention on the whole complex system
including both the platform and the application parameters.
In this first prototype of the protein folding application, we
carefully study issues like the effect of the heterogeneity
of the computation platform under investigation and the effect of several workload parameters, such as the number of
molecular dynamics steps per work-unit (or work-unit size)
and the maximum number of work-units in progress at any
time (i.e. work-pool size).
As a result of this study on workload characteristics and
application performance, we find that there are significant
limitations of the scalability due to the limited amount of
task parallelism generated by a protein folding calculation.
In particular, large work-unit sizes providing simulations
with better quality factors, and calculation methods such as
PME providing higher accuracy, both increase the amount
of work per work-unit and therefore the turn-around time of
a single task. On the other hand, simulations with a short
overall turn-around time make the biologists more productive in their research.
In Section 2, we briefly introduce the protein folding process using CHARMM code. We also present the United Devices MetaProcessor, a commercial platform for widely distributing computing that we used as a grid platform in our
investigation. We show the adaptation and the migration of
the protein folding process to our platform for widely distributed computing and identify the algorithmic approach
of protein folding as a hybrid search algorithm with bestfirst, depth-first and breadth-first components. In Section 3,
we present our experimental results of the study of critical
issues like the effect of heterogeneity, work-unit size and
work-pool size on the execution time and the quality of the
results for the protein folding of a specific protein, the SH3
domain. In Section 4, we conclude summarizing our results

and pointing out some relevant limits of task parallelism
for protein folding application on such a widely distributed
platform.
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2.1

Protein Folding on Computational
Desktop Grid
Protein Folding with CHARMM

CHARMM is a code for simulating the structure of biologically relevant macromolecules (proteins, DNA, RNA) [4].
It uses classical mechanical methods to investigate potential
energy surfaces derived from experimental and ”ab initio”
quantum chemical calculations [17]. We use CHARMM for
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations at constant temperature to investigate the protein folding process, in which the
Newton equation of motion of the system (protein + thermal
bath) is discretized and solved by an integration procedure
(Verlet algorithm). The force on the atoms is the negative
gradient of the CHARMM potential energy [17].
Basically, in a protein folding simulation we perform a
search for trajectories leading to conformations close to the
native (folded) conformation of a protein, starting from an
unfolded conformation. An entire trajectory for which a
certain amount of sub-trajectories or work-units have been
completed is characterized by its starting conformation with
a starting quality factor, as well as the best calculated quality factor for the entire trajectory with the related conformation and the the set of work-units leading from the starting
conformation to the best conformation.
In each work-unit, an MD simulation of a certain number
of molecular dynamics steps (or work-unit size) and with
constant temperature is performed. The entire folding process is guided by the measure of a quality factor, which is
repeated calculated for a certain amount of snapshots along
each work-unit computation. The best quality factor found
in a sub-trajectory (lower quality factors are better!) guides
the overall branch and bound search for the best conformation. The best conformation with lower quality factor is
returned at the end when the work-unit is completed. The
quality factor used here is the φ-RMSD introduced in [29].
In our implementation we use a slightly different definition
[14]. According to this definition, the conformations minimizing the quality factor should belong to the folding transition state ensemble (i.e. they lie on the top of the free
energy barrier separating the folded from the unfolded population).
During a protein folding simulation, multiple work-units
are processed simultaneously in parallel. New work-units
are always generated using the best result obtained so far
as starting conformation and assigning to this conformation
new random atom velocities at the same temperature. The
effectiveness of this kind of algorithms in molecular dynamics simulations has been discussed in [24].
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2.2 The United Devices MetaProcessor

formed. Work-units are submitted to the server via the Management API by a controller process which performs the
The United Devices (UD) MetaProcessor platform (MP
generation of work-units and the retrieval of results.
platform) [27, 28] provides an environment for running
compute intensive tasks distributed over many desktopclass machines in a corporate-wide Intranet or over the 2.3 Porting Protein Folding to the UD
worldwide Internet. The MP platform is well established
MetaProcessor
for problems with low communication to computation ratio
and involving coarse-grain parallelism with no dependen- Many unique properties of the UD MetaProcessor platcies between work-units. Figure 1 shows the MetaProcessor form must be taken into account to successfully port a
platform architecture and components.
protein folding application to this distributed platform.
An application-specific controller process which generates
work-units and submits them to the MP server has to be designed and implemented. However, this controller does not
interact directly with the workers. Workers communicate
only with the MP server, which performs the scheduling
decisions.
For our protein folding application, we implemented such
a controller process, taking into account both the issues related to the protein folding listed in the previous section and
the features of the UD MetaProcessor.
At the beginning of a protein folding simulation, our controller process creates and submits a set of starting workunits to the MP server (initialization phase). These workunits all have the same protein conformation but a different
random seed number. The work-units are also characterized by a starting best quality factor. The work-unit set is
defined as the work-pool. The user decides the dimension of
the work-pool. The number of work-units in the work-pool
is called the work-pool size.
During the whole simulation, besides the set of work-units
which have been completed and for which results have already been returned, we have the set of work-units which
are either in process by a worker or waiting until they are
assigned to a worker. At regular intervals during a so called
update phase, the state of the work-pool is inspected by
the controller process. The control process is responsible
Figure 1: MetaProcessor platform overview.
for generating and submitting to the work-pool additional
work-units in substitution to the ones which have reached
the end so that the sum of the work-units in process by a
The MP server is the link between the MP platform and worker and the ones in waiting in the server queue is the
the participating agents. It is responsible for scheduling, as work-pool size. The user decides the dimension of the upwell as for the distribution of task modules, resident data date interval. For the generation of new work-units, the conand work-units to the agents, and for receiving results re- trol process sorts out whether between the set of work-units
turned by the agents. The management server allows ac- which have reached the end since the last update, there are
cess to the internal data structures via the Management API any work-units which improve the best quality factor at that
(Application Programming Interface), allowing for instance time. In case there is a work-unit with improved quality
the submission of work-units and retrieval of results. The factor then the new work-units are generated using its condatabase contains all relevant information of the MP plat- formation while the related quality factor becomes the new
form. The database, MP server and Management server best quality factor. In the case that no improvement has
been found, the last best conformation is used for generatform the server side of the MP platform.
The UD agent is a small program which runs on each partic- ing the work-units to add to the work-pool while the best
ipating device (or worker). The agent communicates with quality factor remains unchanged.
the MP server to request work-units, resident data and task For scheduling the work-units (tasks) we incorporate the
modules as needed, executes the task module on the partic- master-worker setting prescribed by the UD MetaProcesipating device, and returns the task’s results to the server. sor software toolkit because it is well suitable for the task
The management console provides a web-based interface parallelism resulting from the application of CHARMM to
to the MP platform, allowing administrative tasks to be per- protein folding.
3

2.4.1 Energy minimization as search in depth

Once new work-units are queued to the MP server in its
work-pool, it is the server which distributes the new workunits and the ones already present in the queue across the
agents in the distributed system. The scheduling decisions
over which task to select next are left to the United Devices
MetaProcessor and in the current version of the software
there is little influence left to the application writer.

The first kind of changes are smooth changes and due to the
mechanical forces between the atoms. The process of calculation for these changes is a physical simulation called energy minimization. A sub-trajectory of states within such an
energy minimization is a linear chain without any branches
and is encapsulated in a work-unit or a task, which will
be our basic quantum for the distribution and the scheduling of the protein folding computation. Since it is too expensive to evaluate every configuration during energy minimization, the calculation of the quality factor is limited to
certain snapshots during the energy minimization. In the
calculations considered for this paper, snapshots were taken
every 100 simulation steps.
Figures 2 and 3 show examples of the path the quality factor takes along two different sub-trajectories of an energy
minimization with the same work-unit size of 50000 steps.
One property of this simulation is that it is not possible to
predict if or when an improvement of the quality factor will
occur. Specifically in our cases a simulation concludes after a fixed number of steps but in general adaptive criteria
based on the quality factors are also supported. The result of
the simulation is the snapshot of configuration with the best
quality factor obtained within the entire sub-trajectory. At a
higher level of abstraction, the process of energy minimization for a single conformation candidate can be collapsed
into a single edge in the higher level search tree.

The scheduler in the MP server provides so-called eager
scheduling, which basically means that as long as the server
has work-units queued that are not being processed by other
workers, it will send out one of these work-units to a worker
requesting work [16]. A worker on which a finished workunit has been running asks for and receives a new work-unit
from the MP server. If however, all work-units have already been sent to workers, the server will re-send workunits for which no results have been obtained yet. This
eager scheduling provides a simple method for fault tolerance, i.e. if a worker has crashed, eventually the work-unit
it was processing will get resent to a different worker. This
scheme can also have negative effects, for instance causing
work-units of slow machines to be rescheduled, resulting
in redundant results and thus a potential waste of computation time. So the rescheduling feature of the MP platform is
in fact not desirable. To avoid rescheduling of work-units,
we take a simple approach by ensuring that the size of the
work-pool is always larger than the number of workers contributing.

Since the starting conformation of each newly generated
work-unit depends on the results returned so far, there are
dependencies between work-units, making the task genera- 2.4.2 Randomized conformations as search in breadth
tion and scheduling of this application a bit more challengThe search in breadth is triggered by a second kind of
ing than typical “embarrassingly parallel” case of a statichanges to the configurations of a molecule under investically generated search application.
gation. The folding process intentionally introduces disturThe protein folding algorithm used is in itself fault tolerant, bances to the molecular system by reassigning the atom vebecause the work-units generated from a certain conforma- locities of a conformation with random numbers while pretion are identical except from a random number seed that is serving the temperature. Each work-unit generated in the
used to assign new atom velocities. Therefore the results are process of randomization receives a different random seed.
only marginally affected by the infrequent loss of an online Multiple work-units are generated from one single conforwork-unit.
mation using different seeds. This results in the branches of
a breadth-first search.
Figure 4 shows a possible configuration of the search tree.
In the picture, we have three update phases for which new
2.4 Protein Folding as a Search Algorithm
work-units are generated and queued in a work-pool.
In Figure 4, the protein conformation (M ol1 ) in the first
The process of protein folding for a given protein is a search update is the best found at that time and we assume that
through a tree of a large number of possible configuration an empty work-pool is fully completed by new work-units
of the atoms in the protein, a so called conformation, under each one with a different random seed. In the second update
investigation. Each node in the tree corresponds to a dif- phase only two work-units have reached the end while two
ferent configuration of the atoms in the molecule. For each others are either in progress by workers or waiting at the
configuration there is an heuristic function to guide further MP server. Between the work-units which reach the end,
decisions in the search. This function calculates the quality the conformation with best quality factor (M ol2 ) is chofactor based on the total energy of the atom configuration. sen and two new work-units are generated and added to the
In the process of looking for best conformations, we per- server queue by the control process. Note that the workform a search in breadth and in depth on a tree of three- units not finished yet remain in the work-pool queue. Durdimensional atom configurations. Correspondingly there ing the third update, all the four work-pools are finished.
are two kinds of changes to the three-dimensional atom con- This time the best conformation found (M ol3 ) is used to
add four new work-units to the work-pool.
figurations.
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Figure 2: Quality factor along the sub-trajectory computed by a work-unit (50’000 steps, a snapshot every
100 steps). The snapshot with the best quality factor
(minimum) is at the beginning.

Figure 3: Quality factor along a sub-trajectory computed by a work-unit (50’000 steps, a snapshot every
100 steps). The snapshot with the best quality factor
(minimum) is in the second half of the sub-trajectory.
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Figure 4: Example of a piece of a search tree for a protein folding simulation in which for each update phase new workunits are generated from improvements of the quality factor observed and queued in a work-pool.
Figure 5.a shows the case in which no improvement of the completed in the mean time, while the search in depth dequality factor can be observed for the work-units completed termines primarily the waiting time and turn-around time of
between two update phases. In this case, the two new con- the work-units in the queues.
formations are discarded and M ol3 , which is still the conformation with the best quality factor, is used again as the
starting conformation of the two newly generated workunits (Figure 5.b). If this situation occurs repetitively, the
protein folding simulation has reached a local minimum,
and new strategies are needed to escape this minimum.
The waiting time depends on the ratio of the work-pool size
over the number of workers that are available on a particular
platform. The turn-around time of the single work-units is
2.4.3 Parameters affecting the search process
due to the work-unit size as well as the CPU clock rates and
The branching factor of the search in breadth is adaptive the network technologies of the nodes on the heterogeneous
and depends on the work-pool size and the number of task platform.
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Figure 5: Example of a piece of a search tree for a protein folding simulation in which at the end of an update phase no
improvement of the quality factor can be observed for the work-units completed.

3 Characterization of Protein Folding on UD MetaProcessor
3.1 The Biological Structure Folded
As an example of workload for our study we chose the srcSH3 domain. It is a 56 residue protein consisting of two
anti-parallel β-sheets packed to form a single hydrophobic
core (see Figure 6). The folding characteristics of src-SH3
domain (and structurally homologous proteins) have been
thoroughly studied both from the experimental and the theoretical point of view [6, 13, 18, 21], and a detailed picture
of the folding nucleus [20] and the transition state ensemble
[21] is now available. The SH3 domain represents a sort of
testing table for theories or algorithms dealing with protein
folding. Its short length and the abundance of comparable
studies make this protein the optimal target for our computations. The size of this protein does not allow to simulate
its behavior with an explicit treatment for water; nevertheless the implicit solvent model used here, that is based on
the solvent accessible surface area of the atoms (SASA) [8]
successfully described several aspects of the dynamic properties of this protein [13].

Figure 6: The src-SH3 domain is a 56 residue protein consisting of two anti-parallel β-sheets packed to form a single
hydrophobic core.

3.3

Effect of Heterogeneity on the Quality
Parameter

3.3.1 Testbed for the study of heterogeneity effect
Two long-running tests using machines available around the
clock on a first testbed are conducted over a period of 20
days. The machines range in CPU clock rate from 350 MHz
to 1.6 GHz, providing a wide performance spectrum. Also,
a widely varying range of network connectivity technologies are in use, from machines in the same LAN segment
as the server (100 Mbit/s switched Ethernet) to machines at
home connected via ADSL (128 kbit/s to 512 kbit/s).
Most of the machines involved are used during the course of
the tests for normal day-to-day tasks. Because the UD agent
spawns the task module processes at low priority, only otherwise unused processor cycles are consumed by the tests.
The following application parameters have been chosen for
these tests: 100’000 simulation steps per work-unit, a platform size of 45 machines, a work-pool of 50 work-units
and a polling frequency of one shot every 5 minutes. The
two tests are subject to a number of unforeseen disrup-

3.2 Platform and Application Parameters
We use different testbed configurations with machines at
ETH Zurich and at the private residences of several researchers for studying the effect that platform and application parameters have on quality and total turn-around time
of the protein folding of the SH3 domain.
First of all, we investigate the impact of the heterogeneity
on the quality of the protein folding results. In particular,
we look at the kind of CPU clock rates and network technology as a representative of the platform parameters of the
heterogeneous computational grid. We also study the effect
of aspects directly related to the application (i.e. application parameters) like the work-unit size and work-pool size
on the quality and turn-around time of the protein folding.
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tions (e.g. network failures, failure of machines, including The work-unit sizes are: 20000 simulation steps and 40000
the machine running the controller process, server’s disk simulation steps per work-unit.
full), which cause the test to stall occasionally, exhibiting
many properties which usually characterize real widely dis- 3.4.2 Experimental results of work-unit size effect
tributed grid platforms.
Figure 9 shows the results of the quality factor for the two
different work-unit size chosen (20000 and 40000 simula3.3.2 Experimental results of heterogeneity effect
tion steps). The tests with 40000 steps reach good quality factors after fewer processed work-units. Although the
An important question in a heterogeneous environment like
other tests with 20000 steps also reached similar quality facthe one we are studying, is whether slow machines are able
tors after larger amounts of processed work-units, in two of
to provide enough contributions to the overall computation
the three cases presented in Figure 9, the test with 40000
to justify their participation. In our case, work-units are
steps still obtained the best quality factor at the end.
generated based on the results of previous work-units. The
time at which a result is returned is therefore a parameter
which can not be ignored. It is possible that, during the processing time of a work-unit on one machine, the state of the 3.5 Effect of Work-Pool Size on the Execuentire system has progressed so that the result of the worktion Time and the Quality Factor
unit of the considered machine is obsolete and therefore not
used for the generation of new work-units configurations. If 3.5.1 Testbed for the study of work-pool size effect
slow machines return a disproportionately large amount of
obsolete results, their contribution to the entire calculation Different values for the work-pool size on different platform sizes are chosen to investigate the work-pool effect
will be less valuable.
on the quality factor. For the investigation of the effect of
The long-running tests show that results returned by all mathe work-pool size, a number of short-running tests of 12
chines, fast and slow, are accepted as good configurations.
hours are conducted on two different testbed configurations
Figures 7 and 8 show the CPU clock rate for each result
each one characterized by a different subset of work-pool
which was accepted in the long-running tests. Most resizes. Both the testbed configurations are connected by 100
sults are from machines with CPU clock rates between 910
Mbit/s switched Ethernet while the work-pool size is conMHz and 1010 MHz. This is due to the fact that many
stant (10000 simulations steps).
such machines are used, and thus the total number of workThe first testbed comprises the following machines: 12 maunits completed by these machines was large. Neverthechines 500 MHz Pentium III (Katmai), 12 machines 600
less, slower machines make contributions during all phases
MHz Pentium III (Katmai) and 24 machines 933 MHz Penof the simulation. Note that in Figure 8, no machine faster
tium III (Coppermine). The work-pool sizes considered for
than 1010 MHz participated in the calculation.
the first testbed are: 70, 120, 200.
The second testbed has the following structure: 12 ma3.4 Effect of Work-Unit Size on the Execu- chines 400 MHz Pentium III (Katmai) and 12 machines
1000 MHz Pentium III (Coppermine). The different worktion Time and the Quality Parameter
pool sizes considered for the second testbed are: 30, 45, 60.
3.4.1 Testbed for the study of work-unit size effect
3.5.2 Experimental results of work-pool size effect

An important parameter of our simulations is the work-unit
size. To study the effect of the work-unit size on the quality
factor and the resource usage, a number of short-running
tests of 12 hours are conducted on two testbed configurations with different numbers of machines connected by 100
Mbit/s switched Ethernet. The first testbed comprises: 12
machines 400 MHz Pentium III (Katmai), 12 machines 500
MHz Pentium III (Katmai), 12 machines 600 MHz Pentium
III (Katmai), 12 machines 933 MHz Pentium III (Coppermine) and 12 machines 1000 MHz Pentium III (Coppermine). The second testbed uses a subset of the above listed
machines and comprises: 6 machines 400 MHz Pentium
III (Katmai), 6 machines 500 MHz Pentium III (Katmai),
6 machines 600 MHz Pentium III (Katmai), 6 machines
933 MHz Pentium III (Coppermine) and 6 machines 1000
MHz Pentium III (Coppermine). In these tests, two different work-unit sizes are considered and their effect on the
turn-around time as well as the quality factor is investigated.

Figure 10 shows the minimum, average and maximum quality factors obtained using three different levels of the workpool size for the short-running tests on the larger testbed under investigation. The work-unit size is maintained constant
(10000 simulation steps per work-unit). Figure 11 shows
the same quality factors (minimum, average and maximum)
for the smaller testbed. Again the work-unit size is 10000.
For the larger testbed, the tests with a work-pool size of 120
reached the best quality factor in average. On the smaller
testbed, the best quality factor in average is reached with a
work-pool size of 45. This implies that for each platform
size there is an optimal work-pool size which leads to the
best results (i.e. quality factor). To keep all workers busy
the work-pool size should be larger than the number of participating workers. Therefore, the dependency between the
quality factor and the work-pool size inherently limits the
amount of task-parallelism available in the application and
7

Figure 7: CPU clock rate of nodes returning accepted results, for the first long-running test.

Figure 8: CPU clock rate of nodes returning accepted results, for the second long-running test.
Quality factor (min, avr, max) for different work-pool sizes: 30, 45, 60
(work-unit 10000, simulation time 12 hours, number of nodes (np) 24)
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Figure 11: Minimum, average and maximum quality factor for different work-pool sizes (i.e. 30, 45, 60) on a
testbed with 24 machines.
tion on the heterogeneous platform.

the potential for speed-up in a widely distributed computation.
Overly large work-pool sizes can cause a slow convergence
of the quality function and can therefore result in longer
turn-around time as displayed in Figure 12. The figure
reports the quality factor of repeated tests on the smaller
testbed. For the several tests, the work-pool size is 10000
simulation steps. Comparing the three pictures we can see
that as the work-pool size increases, the contribution to the
simulation provided by the slower machines (400 MHz) becomes more and more relevant. Moreover, larger work-pool
sizes help to avoid local minimum and facilitate the resolution of simulations stuck in a local minimum.

The performance evaluation with a 56 residue protein (the
src-SH3 domain) shows that there are interesting trade-offs
in work-unit size and work-pool size which even affect the
quality of the results in the folding simulation. Larger workunit sizes provide better quality factors with a smaller number of work-units, but result in longer turn-around times and
less parallelism. We prove that the quality of the protein
folding simulation is sensitive to the platform configuration,
i.e. the number of workers and the clock rates of the workers. In particular, the proper choice of work-pool size for
a given platform size (number of workers) can improve the
final quality factor by 20%-30% with the same total amount
of computation performed. We demonstrate that with larger
work-pool sizes the active contribution of slower machines
4 Conclusion
to the entire folding process become more significant and
the computation becomes less susceptible to local minima.
In this paper, we migrate a protein folding simulation usBut choosing work-pools that are too large will adversely
ing CHARMM from PC clusters to the United Devices
affect the convergence of the quality factor.
MetaProcessor - a commercial platform for widely distributed computing on Intra- and Internet. We also look at The experience with our research prototype indicates that
the performance characterization of the migrated applica- the application of protein folding is robust against the het8
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Figure 9: Effect of work-unit size on the quality factor for
a platform with 30 nodes (np 30) and a platform with 60
nodes (np 60). Marks are work-units which improved the
quality factor and were accepted. In all three cases, the runs
with 40000 simulation steps per work-unit reached a good
quality factors after earlier than the tests with less steps per
work-unit.

Figure 12: Effect of work-pool size on the quality factor
and the kind of machines providing accepted work-units
(i.e. CPU clock rate). The several tests last about 12 hours
and runs on 24 nodes (12 nodes with 400 MHz CPU clock
rate and 12 nodes with 1 GHz CPU clock rate).

erogeneous environments and the limited communication
capabilities of desktop grids. In fact, all compute nodes involved do provide contributions to the progress of the protein folding simulation, despite their different CPU clock
rates and slower network interconnections. Based on our
performance study presented in this paper, we can conclude
that the platform heterogeneity positively affects the quality
of protein folding simulations, because of its positive influence on task generations and scheduling. The differences
in clock rates and network speeds seem to contribute additional randomness to the search for an optimal conformation
by simulated annealing and help to get better results.
In short, we can say that protein folding calculations with

CHARMM are well suitable candidates for widely distributed computation on a desktop computational grid. The
suggested software system can make a large amount of
nearly free compute cycles available to computational biologists in need of a large amount of additional compute
power for protein folding calculations for their research.
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